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A topological vector space is a set which is equipped with a geometric structure

and a topological structure. It is natural to ask if this is sufficient to derive an

analytic structure, or if one has to impose it from without as in the case of

manifolds. By an analytic structure, we mean the operations of differentiation

and integration, and their corresponding properties.

It is well established that integration can be defined reasonably (for a summary

of the vast amount of literature on this subject, see Hyers [7]). In the case of

differentiation, until recently, little has been done beyond the case of Banach

spaces. In the latter case, the program has been completed by Hildebrandt and

Graves [6], who developed the calculus, Kerner [8], who characterized the

perfect differentials, Michal and Elconin [9], who extended the Picard existence

and uniqueness theorems for differential equations, and Dieudonné [4], who

showed that the weaker Peano existence theorem, which assumes only continuity,

is false for Banach spaces.

To begin the extension to non-normed spaces, Gil de Lamadrid [5], gave a

definition of the derivative and started the development of the calculus. In the

present paper, for the case of Montel spaces (to be defined below), we extend

the calculus, characterize the perfect differentials and prove existence and unique-

ness theorems for differential equations.

In this paper, R will refer to the set of real numbers, 0 the empty set, and

the symbol, |, will indicate the completion of a proof. If/ and g are two functions

with the property that the range of g is contained in the domain of/, then fog

will indicate the composition of these two functions. If A,B, are two sets, then

<[A, B > will mean the set of all functions (in whatever function space is being

considered) which map A into B. If C is another set, then <B,C> ° (,A,B} will

be the set of all compositions,/ °g, with/e <B,C> and ge (A,B). It is obvious

that <B,C>°<¿,B>c (A,Cy.
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1. Definitions and known results. We consider real topological vector spaces

and all terms will be as defined by Bourbaki [1; 2]. In particular, we note that a

tonneau is a set which is absorbant (each element of the space is contained in

some scalar multiple of the set), closed, convex and équilibrant (with each x

in the set, the interval from —x to x is in the set). A bounded set is a set which

is contained in some scalar multiple of each neighborhood. A topological vector

space is tonnelé if each tonneau is a neighborhood of zero. A Montel space is

a topological vector space which is tonnelé and in which each closed and bounded

set is compact. The spaces S¡,3>' of Schwartz [10] are examples of Montel spaces.

The letters E,F,G, ■■■ will refer to Montel spaces and £0,£i,F0,Fi,"- to

sets which are the algebraic sum of a single element and a tonneau.

The vector space -£?(£, F) of all continuous linear functions from £ to F can

be made a topological vector space with several different topologies. We consider

the topology of simple convergence and the topology of uniform convergence

on bounded sets. For the bounded sets relative to these topologies we shall speak,

in the former case, of simply-bounded sets of functions and in the latter case,

of bounded sets of functions. Unless otherwise specified, the topology of f£(E,F)

will be the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets.

If A,B are topological spaces and C is a subset of (A,B}, then C is equicon-

tinuous if for each neighborhood, V, in B there is a neighborhood, U, in A such

that Cc <U,F>.
It is easy to see that if C is a subset of ¿tf(E, F) and C is equicontinuous, then

C is bounded. It is a basic result (in fact, a generalization of the Banach-Steinhaus

theorem) that if £ is tonnelé, then C is bounded if and only if it is simply-bounded.

The proof is given in [2, p. 27].

The Riemann integral of a continuous function /, from R to a topological

vector space, £, is defined in the usual manner and we write \\J(t)dt. It

is easily seen that if/ takes its values in a convex set, then the integral is an ele-

ment of a multiple of the closure of that set.

If /:£0-»F, then Gil deLamadrid defines the derivative, /', to be a function

from E0 to i?(£,F) such that for each xeE0, B a bounded subset of E, Va

tonneau in F, there is a scalar, X0 > 0, such that if | X | ^ X0, and h e B, then

ñ^^)-f(x)_fixmeV

We shall use the following notation,

site     i u\    f(x + Xh)-f(x)     ,,. ....ô(f,x,X,h) = --' -f'(x)(h).

If we are trying to show the existence of f'(x) and, moreover, that f'(x) = g(x),

then ô(f, x, X, h) will be interpreted as
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/(* + A?-/(x) - g(x)(h).

We remark that, since / ' : E0 -> if (E, F) and Sf(E, F) has a topology (uniform

convergence on bounded sets), the continuity of /' is well defined.

We will have use of the following form of the "Fundamental Theorem of

Calculus," which is proved as Theorem 14 in [5].

\ff:Eç^F is a function whose derivative exists and is continuous, and x0,x

are in E0, then

/(*) =/(*o) + Í f'(x0 + t(x - x0))ix - x0)dt.

2. Differential calculus. In this section we extend the results of

Gil de Lamadrid [5] by proving certain theorems of calculus for the derivative

which he defined.

Theorem 1. Iff:E0->F is a function whose derivative exists and is contin-

uous and f'iE0) is a simply-bounded subset of ¿fiE, F), then f is uniformly

continuous on E0.

Proof. Since f'iE0) is simply-bounded and E is tonnelé, f\E0) is equicon-

tinuous. By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, we have the relation,

f(xi) ~f(x2) = I   f'(x2 + t(xt - x2))(xi - x2)dt.

The result then follows from the equicontinuity of f'(E0) and the fact that the

integral over the interval [0,1] of a continuous function whose values lie in a

convex set is contained in a multiple of the closure of that set. ■

Theorem 2.   If f : E0 -* F is a function whose derivative exists, then

lim fix+ Xh)= fix),
x-o

and this limit is uniform with respect to h in any bounded subset, B, of E0.

Proof. From the definition of /', if F is a tonneau in F and X is sufficiently

small, then

fix + Xh) -fix) e Xf\x)ih) + XV.

But /'(x)(B) is a bounded subset of F and, hence, may be absorbed by any ton-

neau. Thus, by taking X perhaps even smaller we have the relation

fix + XB)efix)+V. |
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Theorems 1 and 2 are substitutes for the result that differentiability implies

continuity, which is false. For a counterexample, we take 3> and consider the

map which sends <pe 2 into tp2 ((/>2(x) = [<pix)]2) to be a function from 3),

equipped with its weak topology, into 2, equipped with its strong topology.

This function is not continuous. However, since 2 is reflexive, the bounded sets

are the same for both topologies. Hence, the function maps bounded sets into

bounded sets from which it follows that the derivative exists at the origin.

Chain rule. The next result, which is one of the most important for our

purposes, is the chain rule.

Theorem 3. Iff:F0-*G and g:E0^>F are two functions such that g is

continuous, g' exists, f is continuous and giE0)cF, then if°g)' exists and

if°g)'ix) = [f'igix))] og'ix).

Proof.   From the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, it follows that

ôif°g,x,X,h) = j f'igix) + Xg'ix)ih) + tXôig,x,X,h))iôig,x,X,h))dt

+ ôif,gix),X,g'ix)ih)).

In the integral, the argument of/' remains in a bounded subset of F0 as X ranges

through any interval and h ranges through a bounded subset, B, of E0. This

follows from the fact that g\x) maps bounded sets into bounded sets and g,

being continuous, maps compact sets into compact sets (here we are using the

fact that in a Montel space, the closure of a bounded set is compact). Since /'

is continuous, its range in the integrand is thus a bounded and hence equicon-

tinuous subset of ^(T, G). On the other hand, since g' exists, lim^o^g,x,X,h)=0

uniformly w.r.t. h in B. Therefore, it follows that the integrand, and hence the

integral, converges toOasl^O, uniformly w.r.t. h eB. For the second term,

we note that as h ranges through B, g'ix)ih) remains in a bounded set and the

result then follows from the existence of /'. |

Partial derivatives. If/:£0 x Fq^>G, we define the partial derivative off

w.r.t. E to be a function, ôf/ôE:E0 x F0-+¿?iE,G), defined by the relation

d/,     s,,s     ,.    fix + Xh, y) -fix,y)
-¿-ix, y)ih) = hm ^-'"T   JK      ,      xeEQ,ye F0,
OIL ¿_0 Á

where this limit (if it exists) is taken uniformly w.r.t. h in each bounded subset

of E. We define ôf ¡OF in a similar manner.

The following result relates the partial derivatives to the so-called total de-

rivative. The proof, using techniques introduced in the previous theorems of

this section, follows classical lines. It is lengthy and will not be given.
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Theorem 4.   ///' exists, then df/dE, df/ôF exist and

~{x,y)(h)^f'(x,y)(h,%

^(x,y)(k) = f'(x,y)(0,k).

Conversely, if two partíais exist and either one of them is continuous, then

f exists and

f'(x,y)(h,k) = ~(x,y)(h) + J£-(x,y)(k).

Products and reciprocals. We consider the "product" defined by the com-

position of two continuous linear maps whose domain and range match pro-

perly. If/ : i/0 -» f£(F, G) and g:H0^> £C(E, F), then we define/ x g : H0 -» 2(E, G)

by setting/x g (x) = [/(*)] o [g(x)~] for all xeH0. If/', g' exist, then we define

f xg:H0^^(H,^(E,G)) and fxg' :H0->£(H,&(E,G))  by the equations

f'xg(x)(h)  = [f'(x)(h)-]og(x),

fxg'(x)(h)  = [/(x)]o [>'(*) (/i)],

where x e H0, heH. When there is no fear of ambiguity, the square brackets

will be dropped. The inconsistency of the above notations is perhaps excused by

the simplicity of the resulting product rule.

Theorem 5. If/:H0->f?(F,G), g:H0-*£C(E,F) are two functions whose

derivatives exist and g is continuous, then (fxg)' exists and is given by the

equation

(fxg)' =f'xg+fxg'-

Proof. It is clear from the definitions that the desired equality makes sense

from the point of view of the domain and range of the maps. After considerable

linear manipulation, one can write,

5(f x g, x, X, h) = [5(f, x, X, K)] o g(x) +f(x) o [ô(g, x, X, h)}

+ [ô(f,x,X,h)-] o [g(x + Xh) - g(x)l

To consider convergence, we recall that we are in the topology of 3?(E, G). A

typical neighborhood of 0 in =£?(£, G) is (B, W > where B is a convex bounded

set in £ and If is a tonneau in G. Since g(x) is linear and continuous, there is a

bounded set, B0, in F such that g(x)e {B,B0}. We take X sufficiently small

so that ô(f,x,X,h)e (B0,W}, where h ranges through some bounded set in H0.

Hence, we have the relation

(1) [è(f,x,X,K)\ °g(x)e (B0,Wy o <£,B0>c: <£,!¥>.
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From the continuity of f(x), we can find a tonneau, V, in F such that/(x) e < V, W >

Then we take X sufficiently small such that ô(g,x,X, h)e <B, V}, to obtain that

(2) fix) o [ôig, x, X, h)] e < V, W > „ <B, K > c <B, 17 >.

Finally, since H is a Montel space and g is continuous, g(x 4- Xh) — g(x) remains

in a bounded subset of ■£?(£, F) as n ranges through a bounded set and 1 ranges

through an interval. Hence, there is a bounded set, Bu in F such that g(x 4- A«)

— g(x)e <B,Bi>. Replacing B0 by Bt in the argument leading to Equation (1),

we see that

(3) [ö(f,x,X,h)]0[g(x + Xh)-g(x)]e<Bi,W}a<:B,Biy^ <[B,W}.

Adding (1), (2), (3) we see that for h in a preassigned bounded subset of H and X

in a sufficiently small interval,

ö(fxg,x,X,h)eQB,W}. |

Corollary. /// : H0 -*¿f(F, G), g:H0-* F are two functions whose derivatives

exist andg is continuous, then thefunction f g : H0-> G defined by fg(x)=f(x)(g(x))

is differentiable and

ifg)'ix)ih) = [f'(»)(*)] o Six) +fix) o[g'ix)ih)l

Proof. We take E to be the set of reals and make the identifications, ¿f(E, F) = F

¿f(E, G) = G. Theorem 5 then gives the desired result.

If/ : E0 -» ä'iF, F) and the range off consists of invertible elements of ^(F, F)

then we define the reciprocal, f~' :E0^> JfiF,F), by setting/_7(x) = (/(x))-1.

The following result on derivatives of reciprocals is analogous to the classical

result on differentiation of matrices of functions.

Theorem 6. If f :E0^> Jf(F,F) is a differ entiable function such that f~ '

exists and is continuous, then if~')' exists and

(/_/)' = -r'xfxf-1.

Proof.   We have, after some manipulation, the equation

ô(f -', x, X, h) -  - [f-'(x)] o [S(f, x, X, h)] o [/"'(x)]

- [f-\x + Xh) -f-'ix)]0 [f'ix)ih)]a [fix)]

- [r'(x + xh)-r'(x)]o [ôif,x,x,h)]o [f-'ix)].

Each of these three terms can then be shown to converge to 0 uniformly w.r.t.

« in a bounded set as X goes to zero, using techniques similar to those in the

previous theorem.
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3. Perfect differentials. In 1933, Kerner [8] showed that in a Banach space,

a first order differential form is a perfect differential if and only if the derivative

of the form is symmetric. In this section we extend this result to Montel spaces.

We begin with two calculus type lemmas of a more special nature than the results

of §2.

Lemma 1. // g : I x E0 -*■ F iwhere I is the interval [0,1]) is a differentiable

function which is continuous on each bounded subset of I x E0, and if we define

the function, f:E0-*E, by the equation

fix) = j git,x)dt,

then f exists and

f'ix)ih) = Ço^it,x)ih)dt.

Proof. From the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus and Theorem 4 of §2,

we may write

öif,x,X,h) =  £ Jo |-|§(i,x + aXh)ih) - -||(i,x)(A)jdffdf.

If ft is in a bounded set B, then the closure oil x Bis compact so g' (and hence all

partíais) is uniformly continuous on I x B. Also, \imx_0aXh = 0 uniformly

w.r.t. a el, heB. Thus for X sufficiently small, the integrand and, hence, the in-

tegral will be contained in any preassigned tonneau of F.

Lemma 2. If f:E0-*F and a:I->R are two functions whose derivatives

exist and are continuous, then for each x0, xeE0,

«(!)/« - a(0)/(xo) = Ï  a'it)fix0 + i(x - x0))dt

■f «(0/'(*o+ i(x - x0))(x - x0)dt.

Proof. From the corollary to Theorem 5, with F, G, H, g replaced by R, F, E, a,

respectively, and identifying .£?(./?, F) with F,fa the ordinary scalar multipli-

cation a/, it follows that

iaf)'ix) = aix)f'ix) + a'ix)fix).

Applying the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, we have the desired result.

If T:E0-+ £?iE,F) and heE, we define the function Th:E0-*F, by

Thix) = Tix)ih). We may now prove the main result of this section which shows
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that the existence of an anti-derivative is equivalent to the symmetry of the deri-

vative.

Theorem 7. If T : E0 -» ¿tf(E, F) such that T' exists and is continuous, then

there exists f:E0-> F such thatf = T, if and only if for all xeE0,h,keE, we

have,

(4) T'(x)(h)(k) = T'(x)(k)(h).

Proof. First we shall assume (4) and construct /. Let x0 e E0. Since £0 is convex,

if te I, the vector x0 + t(x — xQ) will always be in the domain of T. Let the function

g:I x £0 -> F be defined by

g(t,x) = T(x0 + t(x - x0))(x - x0).

From our calculus, we can differentiate g and obtain that

g'(t,x)(r,h)  =   T'(x0 + t(x-x0))(th + r(x-Xo))(x-Xo) + T(x0 + t(x-x0))(h).

We define the function/ :£0 -> F by the equation,

fix) =  Í g(t,x)dt.
•'o

It follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 4 that

/'(*)(*)-   f^(t,x)(h)dt

=    f [tT'(x0 + t(x - x0))(h)(x - x0) + T(x0 + t(x - x0))(h)]dt.
Jo

From the definition of Tft', the symmetry assumption, and the fact that uniform

convergence on bounded sets implies pointwise convergence, it follows that

T'(x0 + t(x - x0))(h)(x - x0) = Th\x0 + t(x - x0))(x - x0).

Hence,

f'(x)(h) . f    [m(xo + t(x-x0))(x-Xo) + Th(x0 + t(x-Xo))']dt.
•'0

Applying Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain that

f'(x)(h) = Th(x) = T(x)(h).

This proves that the symmetry implies the existence of an anti-derivative. To

demonstrate the converse, we suppose that/is an anti-derivative of T. Let h,keE
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and let u be a continuous linear functional on F. We define the function

g:I x I ^>R by

g(s,t) = u[f(x + sh + tk)~\.

It is easy to see that g has continuous, second order, partial derivatives so that

the two mixed partials are equal. In particular, this is so for s = t = 0. But from

the chain rule it then follows that u[T'(x)(h)(k)~] = u[T'(x)(k)(h)~¡, and since

the equality holds for every continuous linear functional, w, on F, we conclude

from the Hahn-Banach Theorem that T'(x)(h)(k) = T'(x)(k)(h). |

4. Existence and uniqueness theorems. Let T : £t x F0 -* f£(E, F), where

x0e£i, y0eF0. In this section, we discuss the existence and uniqueness of a

function/:£0->F0, where x0eE0cz Elt satisfying the following differential

equation with initial condition,

/(*o) = J'o

(5) f'(x) = T(x,f(x)) forallxe£0.

The dimension of £ (if it exists) will be the dimension of the problem. The first

observation to be made is that by an obvious transformation, we can reduce all

cases to that in which x0 = y0 = 0, and we will only consider this case.

Dieudonné [4] has shown that if £ = R, F is a Banach space and T is con-

tinuous, then the solution does not necessarily exist. We shall extend Dieudonné's

example to the case in which F is a Montel space.

Let F — ai, where 0t is the space of infinitely differentiable functions of rapid

decrease on R (see Schwartz [11, p. 89]). Let £ = R. Let <p: [0,1] -> R be defined

by the equation,

where a is a number such that <p(l) = 1. It then follows that <p is infinitely dif-

ferentiable, all derivatives of positive order vanish at 0, 1 and <p(0) = 0. We

define T:Rx3t^> <£(R, SS) = 0iby setting, for x e R, y e 01, £ e [n, n + 1],

T(x,y)(0 = (J\y(n + l)\- J\y(n)\)<p(i-n) + V|y(n)| + exp(-|2).

Note that T is actually independent of x. It is easy to see that T(x, y)eSi and T

is continuous. Let us suppose then that there exists a function,/, satisfying (5)

with x0 = y0 = 0. We define gt:I -> R by gs(x) =f(x)(Ç). Then

g'((x)=f'(x)(0 = T(x,f(x))(C).
In particular,

*:+i(*)= V !/(*)(" + D| + exP(- ¿2) ̂ VI/(*)(» + D| = Vk-+i(*)|-
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Thus, g„+i(x) is larger than the function which vanishes at 0 and satisfies

g'n+iix)= V|&+i(*)|-

This equation has the unique solution, gn+iix) = x2/4 and hence,

/(*)(»+ l)-&+1(x)fc^,

which contradicts the fact that fix) eâê.

Hence, the continuity of T is not enough. We shall show that existence can

be proven if we assume that T, T' are continuous, and the range of T is simply-

bounded. We shall give the proof separately for the cases in which E is one-

dimensional, two-dimensional, and nondimensional. All are different and each

uses the previous ones. In the latter two cases, we will also have to assume that T'

satisfies a certain symmetry condition.

The one-dimensional case.

Theorem 8. Let E = R, Et = [0,ay], ay > 0. Let T:Ey x F0^SCiE,F) = F

be a continuous function whose range, T(£t x F0), is a bounded subset of F.

Then there exists £0 = [0,a0], 0 <a0=^ay, and f:E0-*F such that f is

continuous and differentiable, and

,,. /(0) = 0,
{) fix) = Tix,fix)).

Proof. Since T'Ey x F0) is bounded in F, there exists a number, a0, in the

half-open interval, (0,ax], such that T(£x x F0)([0,ao]) c F0. Thus, if B is the

convex and topological closure of TiEy x F0)(£0), where £0 = [0,a0], then

E0 x B is compact, so T is uniformly continuous on E0 x B. Let V be a tonneau

in F. Let Wbea tonneau in F, and öy a positive number with the property that if

Xi,x2e£0, yx,y2eB, \xy - x2\ <èy, and y y - y2e W, then

Tixy,yy) - T(x2,y2)e<£0,F>.

Let b2 > 0 be such that T(£0 x Fo)([0,<52]) c W. Let Ô = min iöy,ö2). From

these relations it follows that if we define a function/,, on E0 by the equations,

Í 0 if  x = 0,

"  I fviko) + Tikô,fvikô))ix - ko) if  x e [kö,ik + 1)<5]n E0,

where fe = 0, l,--, then the range of/K is contained in B. To see this we have,

using induction, that,

fyiik +  1)0) =   fyikô)   +   f Tikô,fyikô))ia0)  6 ~  +   ~B
a0 a0     a0

chSB+±Bci±±OSBcB.
a0        a0 a0
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Thus, fy.Eo^B. It also follows that if xe(kô,(k + l)ô), then

(7) fv(x)-fv(kô) = T(kô,fv(kô))(x-kô)eW.

If x is not an integral multiple of 5, we may differentiate/ and it follows from (7)

that

f¿(x)(t) - T(x,fy(x))(t) = T(kô,fv(kô))(t) - T(x,fv(x))(t)eV.

Integrating, we obtain,

(8) fy(x) - \'T(t,fv(t))dt = fy(x) -  f T(tx,fv(tx))(x)dt e V.
">0 •'o

Let U be a tonneau in F. Let n > 0 be such that T(£0 x F0) c <[ -r¡,tj], Í7>.

Then if xt ^ x2, x¡ e [(j - 1)5,5], and x2 e [kô,(k +1)5], it follows that

Mx2) -fy(xt) = T(kô,fv(kô))(x2 - kö) + T((j - l)ô,fv((j - l)ô))(jÔ-Xl)

+*ï  T(iô,fy(iô)) (ô) e **—% U + l^ZJÎl. u + *S   - U
i=j n n i=i n

cz - [x2 - ko + je -xt+(k -j)à"]U = *2~ Xl U.

Thus, the family {fv} is an equicontinuous subset of the space C of continuous

functions from £0 to B, equipped with the sup topology. By Ascoli's theorem

[3], {fv} is a compact subset of C. The filter of tonneaus {V} induces a filter

structure on {fv} and the intersection of these filters is nonempty. Hence, there

exists / in C satisfying (8) for each V. This implies that

(9) /(*) =    Í nt,f(t))dt, |
•'o

and (6) is obtained by differentiating.

Theorem 9. Under the conditions of Theorem 8, if T exists and is continuous

and (dT/dF)(E0xB)(B)<= kB for some scalar k (where B is as defined in the

previous theorem), then the solution is unique.

Proof.   Suppose/, g are solutions of (6) which vanish at 0. Then

f(x)-g(x)  =    f{T(£,/(£))-T(£, £(£))} d|

(10)

=   f í ir«.
•'o Jo dF

Let B be as in Theorem 8 so that the topological closure, Bx, of B — B is closed,

convex and bounded. From (9) we see that for x e £0,
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(11) fix) - gix) exB-xB<= xBi.

We define the function, a:E0-*E, by a(x) = inf{l| X ̂  0, fix) — g(x)eXBi}.

It follows from (10) that a is continuous. Also, if f(x) — g(x)=£0, by (11) we

have <x(x) > 0. Hence, a(x) = 0 if and only if fix) = gix). Let xx be the largest

number such that a(xt) vanishes. Suppose xx < a0. Let x2e[xi,a0] such that

x2 — Xi<l/2k and let x3e[xx,x2] so that x3 is the number at which a attains its

maximum over [0,x2]. Hence, if xe[0,x2], then /(x) - g(x)ea(x3)Bj. We

define the function h:E0-*F by the equation,

hi® = J'g (¿,g(fl + a[f(® - si®]) (ma(X3f°) da.

It follows from the last equation that h is continuous and h(® e 2kBi. Further, if

xe[0,x2],by(10)

(12) [Xh(®d^=f{x\-fx)eBi.
J0 &\,x3)

But h(x)e2kBi for all xe[x0,x2]. Thus, since f(x) - g(x) vanishes on [0,Xi],

we have the equation

f(x3) - g(x3) = a(x3) \X\(®d^ = a(x3) P h(®d^ e a(x3)(x3 - Xi)2feBi.

But x3 — xx < l/2fe and this contradicts the definition of a(x3). Thus Xj = a0

and f(x) = g(x) for all x e Bo-

It should be noted that the above proof is clearly valid if, instead of (6) we

only assume (9).

As an example of the existence theorem, we take £j = [0, 1], F — Sil

and in the notation of [10], F0 = V({mv), {ev}) with m0 ^ 1, £0 g 1. Let

K : Ei x R x Ei -* R be a function such that if x, a is fixed, then K(x, t, a), as

a function of t, is an element of £¿ and as x, a run through Eu these elements

of Si form a bounded subset of &>. Further, we assume that each partial of K

with respect to t is continuous in x,o, uniformly with respect to t, and that

K(x,r,0) = 0 for all xeEu teR. More specifically, we might take

K(x,t,a) =
<reXp(-l-[(2 4-x)(2 4-ff)tp)    *l(2 + *)(2 + <*|*l,

0 if |(2-1-x)(2 + (t)/|^1.

Then we define T : £j x F0 -* F by the equation

T(x,y)(t) =  P K(x,t,y'(®)dt
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The conditions of Theorem 8 are satisfied, a0 = 1 and we may assert the existence

of a function f:EyXR-+R such that

%fx,t) = \^K(x,t,%ix,^d^.

The two-dimensional case. Because of the construction which we shall use

in proving the main theorem of this section, it is necessary to have slight general-

izations of some of the results of §2. The proofs in most cases are similar and

will only be sketched. A function defined on an interval is said to be continuous

except for jumps on a set S, where S is a finite subset of the interval, if the func-

tion is continuous on each interval whose interior is disjoint from S. We define

the integral of such a function to be the sum of the integrals over the intervals

of continuity. If the function is defined over a two-dimensional square, we per-

mit the set of discontinuities to be of the form

(13) S = {it,x)/t = y¡, i = í,-,m or tx = xp j = 1, — ,m)

and continuity and integration are defined in the same way. We take / to be

the unit interval in R.

In the usual way, one can differentiate the integral by differentiating each

term of a finite sum to obtain the following result.

Lemma 3. Let the function /:/-»• F be continuous except for jumps on S

and define the function g:I->F by gix) = \lfit)dt. Then g' exists and is con-

tinuous except for jumps on S, and if x$S, then g' =/.

Next, the classical result, along with the Hahn-Banach  theorem  leads to

Lemma 4. ///' exists on I ~ S and vanishes thereon, then f is constant

on each interval whose interior is disjoint from S.

If/' has jumps and we integrate the derivative off, we do not necessarily get

/ because we must jump at each element of S. However, if we assume that/ is

continuous, then there are no jumps. The result is,

Lemma 5. /// is continuous and f is continuous except for jumps on S,

then

fix)=fiO) + jj'it)dt.

Now we consider the case in which/ is defined on / x / and the partíais of/

have jumps. We integrate with respect to one variable and differentiate with

respect to the other. Here we must pay close attention to the jumps.

Lemma 6. Let f:I x I-*F be a continuous function whose partíais are

continuous except for jumps on S as defined by (13). Let the function, g:I ->F,
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be defined by g(x)= ¡of(t,x)dt. Then g is continuous and g' is continuous

except for jumps on the set S0 = {x1,---,x„}, and if x$S0,

g\x)  =  jT Ô-ft(t,x)dt.

Proof. For each x e I we let iv(x) = y¡, or if x e [0,xf], then we let iv(x) = 1,

or if x e [xj, 1], ty(x) = Xj/x. Thus v runs through a set of integers which is at

most m + n + 1 (duplicates are dropped). For each v, we define the function

gY:I-+F by
/•'..tiW

g¿x) = f(t,x)dt.
Jt.(x)

Using the previous lemmas one can compute the derivative of gv. These com-

putations are lengthy but straightforward and will not be reproduced here.

The result is that if x £ S0, then

g'Àx) =   fV    * ^(t, x)dt + fv'+ i(x)/(fv+i(x), x) - f'v(x)/(iv(x), x).
Jtv(x)       ox

However, by definition, g(x) = Zv gv(x) so,

g'(x) =   I g'v(x) = £ %.it,x)dt,

because the remaining terms telescope, the first and last being zero.

Next we have two more lemmas which generalize results of §2. The proofs

are trivial.

Lemma 7. If f:I-*F is a function whose derivative is continuous, except

for jumps on S and a :/->/. is a function whose derivative is continuous, then

/»a and a/ have derivatives which are continuous except for jumps on S and

(/ o a)' (I) = /' (a(t))a'(t) ;       (af)'(t) = a'(t)f(t) + a(t)f '(i).

Lemma 8. If f:I->f and a:/-*/ are two functions such that f is con-

tinuous except for jumps on Su and a is continuous except for jumps on S2, then

Ca(t)f(t)dt = (  Í   a(t)dt )f(l) -   Í   fa(x)f'(t)dxdt.
Jo \ Jo / JoJo

The next lemma may now be proven as was Theorem 7, replacing an equality

with an inequality.

Lemma 9. Let S = {(x,y)el x I/x = x„ i = l,--,n or y = yjt j = 1,••-,«}.

Let P,Q:I x I-+ F be two functions which are continuous except for jumps

on S. Let f : I x / -*■ F be defined by
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/(x,y) =    f   {xP(tx, ty) + yQ(tx, ty)}.
Jo

For each x,y, let Axy be a closed, convex, équilibrant subset of F with the prop-

erty that for all I such that (tx,ty)$S,

dQ,        .      ÔP
-£(tx,ty) - —r(tx,ty)eAx¡y.

Then f is continuous, f  is continuous except for jumps on S and

^(x,y)-P(x,y)e V-AXtV

0(x,y)-P(x,y)e|

We are now ready for the main theorem.

Theorem 10. Let E = R x R, lx = [0,a~\, ly = [0,b~], El = IxxIy,

T:£1 x F0 -» ¿f(E,F) such that T,T' are continuous and if xelx, yeIy, zeF0,

heE, keE, then

ÔJÉ(x,y,z)(h)(k) + d^(x,y,z)(T(x,y,z)(h))(k)

is symmetric in h, k. Assume further that T(Ey x F0) is simply-bounded

and for each (x,y)eEt, the function Txy:IxF0^áC(R,F) defined by

TXt„(t,z)(s) = T(tx,ty,z)(sx,sy) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 9. Then

there exists an interval, I0 = [0, a0] <= Ix n Iy, and a unique function

f:I0xI0-*F0such that f(0,0)= 0, and

f'(x,y) = T(x,y,f(x,y)).

Proof. For convenience, we define the functions P,ß:£ixF0->F by

setting P(x,y,z) = T(x,y,z)(1,0) and Q(x,y,z) = T(x,y,z)(0,1). Then from

the symmetry condition which is assumed, along with the results on partial

differentation it follows that

(14)      ^-(x,y,z)+ ^(x,y,z)(Q(x,y,z)) = j¿(x,y,z) + ^(x,y,z)(P(x,y,z)).

Since the range of Fis simply-bounded and £ is tonnelé, the range of Fis equi-

continuous so there exists a number, M>0, such that if |s|,|i|^M, then

T(Er x F0)(s,t) c F0. We define a0 = min($M,a,b). We take a tonneau, V,

in F and proceed as in Theorem 8. The square £0 = J„ x I0 is partitioned into

sufficiently small subsquares. We call the partition n = 71(F), and the vertices
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(x¡,y¡) where  i,j = 0,1,—,n + 1. If ix,y)eE0, we define [x] = x¡, [y] = y¡,

when x e [x¡,x¡+ !) and y e [y¡,y¡+ x). Then we define/,, on £0 by setting/n(0,0) = 0

and

Lix,y) =Li[x],[y]) + Ti[x],[y],fni[x],[y]))ix - [x],y- [y]).

Using the same arguments as in Theorem 8 we see that /„ : E0 -* F0 n B, where

B (a bounded set), is the convex and topological closure of T(£i x F0)iEy),

and we obtain the following relationships,

(15) f,ix,y)-f,ix*,y*)ei\x-x*\ + \y-y*\)B, for all (x,y),(x*,y*)eF0.

(16) ñix,y)is,t)  = Pix,y,fnix,y))s + Qix,y,fnix,y))t + APs + AQt,

where AP, AQ e¿ Fand x,y is not one of the mesh points of the partition. Now

we define the functions P, Q,f„:E0-+F by

Pix,y)  = Pix,y,Ux,y)),       Qix,y) = Qix,y,fnix,y)),

f,ix,y) = jo{xPitx,ty) + yQitx,ty)}dt.

We may then compute, if (ix, ty) is not one of the mesh points, from (16), (14)

P itx, ty) = I-~itx, ty,fnitx, ty)) + t-^(ix, ty,f,itx, ty)) \4jitx, ty)\
dy

dP ÔP
= t^-itx, ty,fnitx, ty)) +1 jpitx,ty,fKitx, iy))iQitx,ty,fnitx,ty)))

dP
+ tjpitx,tyMtx,ty))iAQ)

= t {^{íx^y^íx^^+l^ííx.íyJ^íx.íy^íPítx^y^íx,^)))!

ÔP
+ t-^itx,ty,fnitx,ty))iAQ)

= ||(íx, ty) + t^- itx, tyMtx, ty)) (Aß)

- ^ritx,ty,fKitx,ty))iAP)
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The last equation imposes an additional condition on the mesh size. This can

be obtained from the uniform continuity of T on £0 x B.

Hence, by Lemma 9, /„ is continuous, /„' is continuous except for jumps at

the mesh points, and

(17) ^(X,y)-P(x,y) e l^v,   d-^(x,y) - Q(x,y) e -V.

From (16), (17) it follows that

§fcjr) - §fcrte iv     and      J^,,) - §£(,,,) e \r.

Hence, by Lemma 5, fn(x, y) — /„(x, y) e V. Thus,

h(x,y)-\ T(tx,ty,f1¡(tx,ty))(x,y)dt e V.

It then follows from Ascoli's theorem and (15) that there exists a function

/ : £0 -+ F such that /(0,0) = 0 and,

(18) f(x, y) = j T(tx, ty,f(tx, ty)) (x, y)dt.

Unfortunately, (18) cannot be differentiated directly since both sides contain

/ whose derivative is not known to exist. We proceed as follows. Fix yel0 and

define the function /„:/<,-►£ by /„(x) =/n(x,[y]). Then the family {/„} is, by

(15), equicontinuous in the space of continuous functions from /„ -► B. Further,

if x is not a. mesh point, from (16), it follows that Jn(x) e P(x,[y],fn(x))+$V,

so, by Lemma 5, we see that

f„(x)~ jy(t,[ylA(W e±V.

Now we apply Ascoli's theorem to the family {/„}, to get a function/: I0 -» F with

the property that/(x) = ¡lP(t,y,f(t))dt so that

(19) f'(x) = P(x,y,f(x)).

Now, applying Ascoli's theorem to the families {/„} and {/„} gives us two neigh-

borhood bases in F on which we have convergence. The intersection of these two

bases is again a base and we take the following limits on the filter induced by this

new base.

f(x) = lim/n(x) - lim/B(x,[y]) = lim/„(x,y) + lim(/n(x,[y]) -/„(x,y))

= lim/n(x,y)=/(x,y).
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This result, along with (19) implies that (df/dx)(x,y) = P(x,y,f(x)). In a similar

manner, we show that (df/dy)(x,y) = Q(x,y,f(x)). Then, Theorem 7 gives the

desired result.

For the uniqueness we merely apply Theorem 9 to (18).

The nondimensional case. We can now prove the main result of this paper.

E is again an arbitrary Montel space.

Theorem 11. Let T.Ei x F0-* ¿£(E,F) be a continuous and differentiable

function whose range is a simply bounded subset of Jif(E,F) and such that for

all x eEi, v eF0, h, keE the partíais of T are such that the expression,

||(x, v)(A)(fc) 4- |I(x, y)(T(x, y)(A))(k)

is symmetric in h, k. Assume further that for each xe£,, the function Tx:

I x F '-» ^iR,F) defined by Tx(í,z)(s) = T(íx,z)(sx) satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 9.

Then there exists a tonneau E0(=Ei and a unique function f : Eu-y F such

thatfiO) = 0 and f'(x) = T(x,f(x))for all xeE0.

Proof. The initial procedure is similar to that of the previous two theorems. Let

E0 = iE1n   \JiTix,y))-HF0y].
EixFo

Since T(£i x F0) is an equicontinuous subset of £C(E,F) then E0 is a tonneau.

Let <B, V} be a tonneau in ¿¡f(E,F) where B c E0. Then the closure, TB, of

T(E0 x F0)(B) is a convex, bounded subset of F0. We construct, on the compact

set B x TB, an approximate solution f<BtV>. We choose a partition t0, ■■■,t„ of

[0,1] and for each x on the boundary of E0 we define, by induction,/(0) = 0, and

(20) f(tx) =f(tiX) + TitiXjitiX)) (tx - ttx),       t e [tt, i,+J.

We have temporarily dropped the subscript <B, vy for convenience. By suitably

choosing the norm, ô, of the partition and a tonneau, U x W, in E x F, we can

obtain the following results :

Xi -x2eU, yi - y2eW, xux2eB, yuy2eTB and heB

=> T(xuyi)(h) - Tix2,y2)ih)eV;

ÔB cz U, ÔTB c W;

(21)
fitx) -fit.,x) e it - t,)TB ;

fix)-  i  T(íx,/(íx))(x)dí 6 V for all x e B.

It also follows from (20) that/ is continuous.
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Since E0 is not compact, we cannot apply Ascoli's theorem directly. Instead,

for each xe£0 we define the functions gv,x:I-+F0 by gVtXit) =f<B,v>itx)- Here,

/ = [0,1] and we take for B the intersection of £0 and the ray through x. Using

(21), we can meet the demands of Ascoli's theorem relative to the family of

functions {gVx}, with x fixed, to assert the existence of a function gx:I-+FQ

such that

(22) gxit)=       Txix,gxix))dx
•'o

If a e [0,1], then ax and x ate collinear so the same set B will be used. Thus we

have,

gv.Jf) =f<B v>it<*x) = gY xiat).

Hence, in the limit, gaxit) = gxiat). This permits us to define the function/ : £0 -> £0

by fix) = gx(l) and we conclude, from (22), that

(23)    fix) = C TA\x,gJ\))dx = C Txix,fixx))dx = [Tixx,fixx))ix)dx.
Jo •'o Jo

Thus we have solved the integral equation and it remains only for us to differen-

tiate. To do this we must reduce the domain to ¿£0. If Xy,x2e\E0, we define

the function, Ty 2:1 x / x F0 -> &ÍR x R,F), by

Ti 2is,t,y)iu,v) = Tisxy + tx2,y)'uxy + vx2).

The assumptions we have made regarding T imply that Ty 2 satisfies the assump-

tions made in Theorem 10, and we may assert the existence of /0 = [0, a0],

a0 ^ 1, and h:IQ x I0->F0 such that £(0,0) = 0 and h\s,t) = Ti 2(s,í,ft(s,í)).

In fact, from the proof of Theorem 10, we can actually determine that

«o = 1, so /0 = /. On the other hand, if we define the function h:I x I->F0 by

his, t) = fisxy + tx2), it follows from (23) that

A(s,í)=  í T^ts.tí./iíts.tOXs^íZt.
Jo

But h also satisfies this equation, so by the uniqueness (see note at the end of

Theorem 9), h = h. Therefore, h' exists and h\s,t) = T12(s,í,/i(s,í))- Therefore,

if Sy,s2,ty,t2 el, then

I     ?l,2(Sl  + aiS2 - Sy), ty + Oit2 - ty), hiS y  + ff(s2 - Sy), ty + ff(í2 - t y)))

Jo
•is2-Sy,t2-ty)da

(24)
= h\Sy  + ff(S2 - Sy), ty  + a't2 - ty))iS2 ~ Sy, t2 ~ ty)do

Jo

= Ks2,t2)- hiSy,ty).
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Translating back to T and applying (24) three times with appropriate values of

Si, s2, tit t2, we see that

Í   TíffXL/OrxOXXijdff-  Í   T((XX2,/((7X2))(x2)d<7
Jo ^0

(25) +     T(xi + a(x2 - x1),f(xl + o(x2 - xi)))(x2 - xr)da
Jo

= Ä(1,0) - A(0,0) _ h(0,1) + A(0,0) + h(0,1) - fc(l,0) = 0.

Equation (25) states that the integral of T around any triangle is zero. We may

then compute, with xt = x, x2 = x + Xh, from (23),

f(x + Xh)-f(x)_T(xKxm)

=   f   [T(x + aXh,f(x + aXh))(h) - T(x,f(x))(h)]dcr
Jo

=  f   f T'(x + xaXh,f(x) + x[f(x + aXh)-f(x)-\)
Jo Jo

■   (aXh,      T(x+paXh,f(x+paXh))(aXh)dp\(h)dxdo.

From the continuity of T and the equicontinuity of T(£0 x £0), the limit as X

goes to 0 of this last expression is 0, uniformly w.r.t. h in a bounded set .Hence,

/ '(x) = T(x,/(x)) and the existence has been proved. The uniqueness follows

easily from Theorem 9.

We close this section with an example of Theorem 11. Let £ = F = H, the set

of all complex functions which are analytic on the interior and continuous on the

circumference of the unit circle. We equip H with a topology by taking, as neigh-

borhoods of 0, the sets V(n, r),r\>0,re (0,1), and V(n, r) = {<peH/\ (p(z) \ = t\,

| <p'(z) | = n, for all z such that | z | ^ r}. Now we let E1=F0 = V(l, 1/2) and

define the function T-.E^ x F0 -* Sâ(E,F) by the equation,

[T(x,y)(z)](i)-x(|)y(i-)z(l)

The continuity of T, T' is easily verified. Further, if z e H, x e £x, y e FQ, 11, \ ^ 1

then

[T(x,y)(z)]'(ö^   sup |2z(f) + 2'«)|.
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This shows that T(£i x F0) is simply-bounded. Finally,

and

[f (x)y)(F(x,y)(k))W](0 = x(4) x(|) y (j) k(|) fe(|) .

Since both these expressions are symmetric in h, k, we have satisfied all the condi-

tions of Theorem 11. We can compute l/4£0=l/6£i= 7(1/6,1/2) and we

may assert the existence and uniqueness of a function / : F(l/6,1/2) -> F(l, 1/2)

such that/(0) = 0 and

[/'(X)(Z)]«) = X(|)[/(X)](4)Z(4).
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